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INTroduCTIoN
  
In 1990, after a first trip to Mexico, I decided  to write a play about moun-
tains: they would have faces and secret entrances and womens' Club 
meetings inside and lovers on top and general celebrations all around. 
Something theatrical was bound to grow up from the incredible fertility 
and power of the mountain image! 
 In the beginning epic voices, commensurate with the breadth and 
scale of my subject, introduced themselves, as in the two selections here 
included in the "Prologue." And then, I began to write a sort of Bavarian 
operetta about reseeding the poor mountain's bald head with trees, which 

could be considered an attempted apology to the mountains and forests 
of North America on behalf of my hard-working ancestors in the lumber 
industry who have supported me posthumously in this project.
 yet, as I continued working, unexpected and intriguing visual imag-
es began to align simultaneously with various spoken texts in response 
to the mountain's image in my mind. with appreciation, I decided to let 
this associative process continue on over weeks and months without my 
imposing a particular story or plot structure upon it. 



Vignettes and episodes evolved freely around the 
mountain, on top of the mountain, inside of the 
mountain and elsewhere; with sombreros, mete-
orites, housewives, stranded husbands and so on, 
populating the landscape and creating dialogue 
and commentary.   
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The visual and verbal generally excited each other in tandem, 
though at times one might become completely subsumed into the other, 
as in "Meteorite Message" (just words) or "Hat Portrait gallery" (just 
drawings).
The following chapters are what the mountain image aroused in me cre-
atively over two years and I am grateful for the opportunity to share this 
strange experience of self-recording, not quite dream-like, but at times 
just as mysterious and ridiculous!

The men in the drawing above are going up to the mountain 
with a request,  
“we are offering our hats down on top of the mountain. 
 we like you!we hope we will succeed!
 Please receive and accept our efforts and be pleased!”

readers, I supplicate the mountain too!
And, humbly request permission to use its steady image to occupy the 
themes and the episodes of this book.



Part I
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Prologue

a fable

The mountain is very green
with flowers on it.
A young girl goes up it
and picks them up out of the ground.
The mountain says,
“o,yo, young girl!
How you take my little flowers?
lift up your dress above me.
There, I see the young flower
where your baby will come from.
o, come down and lay upon me.”
The young girl lies down, sleeps.
A young prince is born
inside the mountain.
He is made of ore,
silver and blackness, blind.
Strong is he who wishes to awaken
from the hillside
and come out to meet the world:
bright in light,
sky blue air, 
the warmth of a sunbeam.

Suspended out.
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a Pose

I am the mountain tall and fair,
top level with the sky. 
Shadows fall down my face like hair.
down below men do wander.
No one comes up here.
Pine trees by my side, villages farther below —
no one visits me here, up above.  
I am lucky I am alone.

The stamp of men upon my head I do not feel.
I communicate with everything above the world
that takes command:
wind and light that travel fast,
everything that beams bright down through air, 
from sun or moon or whatever else up there. 
I first receive on my head 
these blessings and occurrences natural
from higher, wider, brighter, vaster powers.
I've felt blessed from the top of my head down
to wider valleys below,
and I've fed them with my snow . . . 
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MouNTAIN MySTery
 Power Source Covered up 
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The shadow behind the mountain
hangs like a curtain, a black curtain,
held up by two maidens of the night.

“of the night” doesn’t mean anything. 
They might be dressed in black
with sun-rays white or yellow on their dresses
and with blue, powder-blue, belts.
one might even wear a moonlight-colored 
pale lemon yellow dress.
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The mountain is a shell 
with layers behind, layers to remove,
layers to bend down behind,
layers to conceal groups of . . .
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groups moving in behind the mountain.

what does this miserable hill mean?
with a top that pinches the sky,
with a bottom that engirds the earth,
with sides and slopes at which men stand,
guarding the sacred colorful mound.
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entrances to a cave are by women suggested.
weary women sitting in chairs nearby
suggest an entrance:  “There” or “There, darling . . .  ”
They are so vain and lazy in their armchairs.

As men and an audience, we don’t see perfectly . . .
where’s the entrance? what’s the entrance?
why should we, it’s dark.
Night is like a cape that covers the hill,
a disguise for the hill thrown over it by the women:
the group of women behind the hill.

Now, what is the reason for this night-like disguise?
In this case, women know and would reveal
what lies within that mountain’s breast
and all other breasts within reach.

So, I see the sun entrapped in the hill,
or covered by a dark sheet.
The sun glowing in the mountain?
why would the ladies so do that?
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A woman knows what nightly goes on in there.
Soft and safe-secure they, the women, have it protected.
us men seek to see with our eyes what it is they secret,
what it is they share secret, with their long hair, bangs,
swinging braids — in the hole! 
will they let us know?

“I am uncontaminated. 
let me enter! let me pass!”
The dark brooding veil of the mountainside
pulled up, lifted for me?
darkness at thy side, a looming rock face:
a curtain, a gauze,
held open by women.

A little gauze tent-opening
belying your fate, tall mountain shape above!
But, down here,
your little bellybutton opening is so
light, airy and transparent.
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 MouNTAIN VISIT

young man:
where clouds obscured the mountain I have gone.
up into the clouds that conceal our mountaintop 
I have traveled in my boat
visiting a sacred spot —
an empty, deserted, desolate place.
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Narrator:
A boat on top of a 
mountain or cloud?
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Coming back



 29

Coming back
received by young girls
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caught In the branches of the great two trees

Caught in the branches returning home,
his boat stopped in the branches
on his way back.
Branches around his hands in front of the boat.
Hard snapping leafless branches in his face at the prow —
his fingers stung clenching the bow —
his fingers not letting go.
except for one sigh, I don’t hear him say anything.
He sits back as the flying boat hits the branches.
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Caught in the branches returning home,
up in the treetops he is held
wherefore to examine himself
and ask himself questions pertinent to the 
branches of the trees,
as if they were holding him there 
waiting for answers.
If satisfied, in the sky above the ground,
the branches would let him down —
they would let him go on flying
through the air in his boat.

Boat stuck in the branches above —
a funny image. let it rest in your mind
while he answers questions.

Ha, ha, what a funny image:
someone small in a boat above the ground
grasped in two trees by heavy branches.

Strong, heavy branches keep the man in the boat
lifted above ground.
Breathing heavily,
he reads in a manual 
“How-To-get-down.”
earth spirits gather around and laugh.

Not knowing how to loosen the branches’ hold —
how to let go of the hand or claw —
he asks the birds and anyone,
even the geese flying by
who pass him by startled.
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Sternly startled — who could be? —
by a boy in a boat up in a tree, 
held by branches not letting him go or 
lifting him down gently to earth below
where he would get out and leave that boat?

first deciding that not easily 
he could climb on those branches 
and get down;
and, that never could he abandon his craft 
in the sky-hold of branches.

Not any of the controls in his boat
could avert the simple disaster 
of getting stuck in the branches of the terrible two trees
waiting for him on the plain.

And none of the controls 
could do anything to help him untangle himself from them.
He then would have to rely on his own mind 
and read that carefully.

Slowly, he would read the messages to himself 
given out clearly as he fainted at the controls;
and then, abruptly seize forcefully the wheels,
the levers, the bars, the dials,
to remove himself and the boat
from the two trees.
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It would gradually float apart from 
the spreading clenched branches
who also would sigh once, only once, 
to let him go apart.

gradually, his fingers worked, his mind unstuck,
his vehicle lightened up —
a white cloud unheld by branches.

gradually, his face untightened, 
his composure improved, pink and handsome.
what he could do was certain:
to move the boat away from the trees.
And, he was let go.

what he could do now was a success,
in that he was able to gradually drift away
from the terrible two trees who moved closer together, 
embracing, clutching nothing.

His round sausage-like boat was now drifting —
a new hope — away from the hold of the two trees.

A new hope by the sides of two trees
drifts further away.
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young man:
I would not be able to get out upon them.

upon them —  the two trees —
I could not venture out safely, I thought
when I was in the boat.
I could not venture out upon their branches safely, I sighed.
Though hard, stiff, holding me up in the boat,
which was still trying to fly away,
the branches looked rather clumsy.
Awkward. Clumsy. Those are the words 
I used to describe the tree.

“That’s how you would feel getting out of the boat,”
responded the tree.
I didn’t listen.
I didn’t get out, but, agree now.

If I can manage to float away
I won’t have to get out, I thought.

If the branches let me go
I’ll be able to go somewhere else and get down to the ground.
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Just Skitting Along
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goINg To go ArouNd ITS SHAPe

young man:
where am I going, South?
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A speech forward or from outside
to see about wherefore around it
I must go or penetrate the inside to discover what moneys,
treasures or persons therein to find 
or what to make use of for me to go about                          
  or to go around its shape.
And then, to depart — the meaning or substance taken
away onto its path —
a path to it . . .  that way I familiarly came.
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rising up, today, a face
of the mountain,
barrier to my understanding
with no passage in.
Solid, as yet?  Nonartificial, with air surround.

A shape with grace that I do admire.
A rising up of which I share a similar desire,
topping up with soft roundness
the sky’s empty horizontal band.
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A solid top topping the sky’s horizontal 
band.
A bruised or swollen earth,
a proud protuberance, herald from atop.

A viewpoint, a lonely spot —
a spot to catch the sun’s rays, looking up
at the way things move and spread out.
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MeTeorITe ACTIVITy

Narrator:
A meteorite lands.
Then, it’s covered up by a mountain.
Then, the mountain is walked upon by a traveler and 
singer — a shepherd.
Meteorite fire gone, cooled down,
yellow and black, misguided, glowing now  . . .  
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gaining power inside —
sure, even radiation begins
a pattern that has space within this hill,
which still seems to cover it, be over it.
Not heavily, to my mind.
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The inner core looks like it searches to explode.  
But, no, it doesn’t, because yellow flashes
cannot penetrate brown dirt rock, green grassiness,
little flowers
spread on top.
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yellow flashes just do penetrate through
the brown overcoat of the young hill.
yellow, penetrating, orderly flashes reach 
the top of the hill.
The brown overcoat crumbles.
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The feet of man feel the yellow flash-like patterns   
emitting from the skin-like soil of this hill.
green grass wavers, cows moo nearby.
A young bird tweets and sings, ”yoo hoo!”
The penetration fans out and reaches the skin     
of the round hill. 
Sizzle rays are emitted.
A sinking feeling in a man’s breast.
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A dry feeling in a man’s throat. 
The meteorite has accomplished its purpose. 
Its energy is escaping — escaping in the hill. 
Now, the wave-like pattern is dispersed. 
Just long straight stick-like pins of light 
are able to maneuver within the mountain.
Not attached, they quaver within —
so that the mountain 
kindly doesn’t care and will let them go.
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The meteorite, long containing outer spaces’ powers —
perhaps, from another planet, sun or moon — 
sings out rays of blueness, goodness; 
sings out yellow-white transparent pin stripes, 
so tiny like a web, that escape from the mountain. 

young shepherd:
I have seen it. The green grass gets softer then. 
I have felt it. I have lain down on the mountain and 
felt this occurrence today.
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This web-like pattern moves over me
and goes further out — all the way out — this I feel.
Partially invisible, it merges with the colors I see.
Purple and blue in the sky — pale yellow in the sky 
— gray and white . . . 
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Now that the pattern has dispersed, the mountain itself 
exudes this power which simply conforms to its shape. 
wind and weather wear it down to slowly join the earth — 
flatten out. The pattern conforms to the flat earth. 
And, at the bottom of the hill, I walk through even waves 
and showers reaching straight up like thin curtains.
How refreshing a walk, but I trip.
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Another commentator:
No, the mountain does not contain anything.
It hasn’t covered up or overgrown anything.
It is fill, thoroughly full. It is part of the earth: 
a lump, a bump,
a wave, a ripple pushed up, miserably, from strife, 
friction and contact.
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A SeCTIoN
An examination 
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There, lodged on that ridge, a section triangle, strong.
A section: essential.
A section for understanding the level ground . . .  

A section stays in the ground,
doesn’t grow, doesn’t fit,
but, sends out, not exudes, a line of  . . . ? debris?
A line connected to itself.
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Something relating to a section
laid down from the air.
A special pattern overlapping,
keeping within distance,
not really delineated —
special contrasts, light and dark, arising near it.

A bolt of blue or yellow: that shape
laid down from outer space
within our atmosphere —
laid down onto or toward this hill mountain
with the section within it.
within that shape: special movement
and characteristics. glowing?

That shape contains special relevance
yearning toward the hill,
approaching the hill, overlapping
the rounded face (curve, arch, shoulder)
with its triangular pointed top front.

getting toward the dark section inside the hill:
is the front of the transparent rocket-shape, box-point,
arrow-box container tip.
The triangular arrow space darkens,
fills in from the darker section.
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A section: a little triangle
within the hill — in light of day, hidden.

A building-block from “other” people,
lodged in the earth mound.

A large hollow arrow suffused with energy —
the movement and play of light patterns —
descends to meet this mound.
And, it receives important information:
impulses from the section.
The energy of the section plays importantly 
on the arrival-face of the rocket.
It plays within the boundaries of that shape 
come so far.
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Arrival shape
to get within the mound.
Sacred dial-piece moved and fitted,
for numbers that are not numbers,
for sounds and tones that are not available yet or 
received.

large arrow beauty comes down
on the mound searching for a triangular piece or dial 
embedded, asleep within a hill shape!
I can see this . . .  you can’t!

The triangular shape has been either quiet,
or, spurting out messages all this time.
How long?
we do not know.
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The triangular shape has left a film trail.
film seen, decoded, from within the hillside?
we have no methods to even trace
this trail of powder film.
It’s not a leak. It is non-explosive.

film trail under the hill: photosensitive 
photo-understanding. Click: a picture.  

understand photography from a camera —
but this is without a machine,
just directly embedded in our brains!

understand photography that lights up,
tones down, gets on a sheet — looked at.
But, this is a looked-at image, 
non-imagined found.
There: photos! we have found!

A terrific discovery at the edge of a hill:
found pictures 
from a piece embedded within  
a hillside slumber.   
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a shePherd’s dream

Now, I see,  
head asleep against the hill — crowning glory!
A shepherd’s lament
away from men.

Head asleep against the hill,
the shepherd breathes in and out a dream.
dreams of soft feet coming toward him —
soft feet and a skirt above.

And of diagrams of mighty functions 
spinning down from outer space —
but these are contained within just a lump of coal:
a rock, studded not with jewels
for wrists or fingers or throats,
but, with signal nugs, 
lugs like nuts (of the bolts).
Nuts: inscrutable, heavy . . .   
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PoINTINg, ArrowS
My Book

young man:
Two palm trees waving against a hillside,
an important hillside: my hillside.
A town lies around nearby.
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I come from that town.
Ah, there’s a spot on that hill,
a dot.

There’s a spot, a hole upon it
like the hole of my head in the hat.
I point at it, to that place.
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An unspoken arrow of unspoken significance
dashes to that spot.
wham! It makes no noise but fastens on,
and stays around it, pointing!
That’s my point: an arrow,
proudly displaying a resource!
                    
An arrow goes from my arm
describing a resource there: the dot.
And, since I am connected, 
first I will go there to explain.

The palms bend down toward the hill 
dropping coconuts on its side. 
Some of them roll down. 
Bonk! I trip over them going there.
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The gravity arrow transparent flies  
from my hand, arm, shoulder, eye. 
I look with my face to make sure it flies,
taking your eye straight past to the hole, the gap.
I slip on, straight past mentioning the hill.
                      
The gravity arrow is a point. 
My hand and finger start it,
and I look with my eye!
There! on the hillside! A dot,
a spot of no color, gray or dark.
I go there to inspect, to see.
It seems that I know 
what it’s going to be . . . 
But I don’t.
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A gray molecule. A mole. A wart.
An entranceway. A pathway. A look-through hole.
To what?

A hole or what?
I’ve come here with my mule or donkey
and want to know. 
Painters have been trying to say what it is . . .   
writers try to say words that describe its emptiness.
Is it a feeling or what?
There it is!
My buttons aren’t unlike it.
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other people walk along this path 
in front of the hill with the hole. 
They are going about their business, to and from town. 
But they are ghosts, almost transparent —
compared to how I see myself, so alive, near the hill.
I can’t draw them moving along the road in front.
I won’t show them. you can’t see them.
I won’t draw them in!
They are going by and don’t relate to the dot that I am  
pointing at for you to see.
Point. Point. why wreck the drawing, 
when lightly I can point?
Being equated with them is not my business.
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I am lucky to stand here and see that hill         
with a hat like mine.
People pass in front, to and from the town.
                                
when I see the hat, the face on the hillside —
with two eyes or more, the ears – it’s a real person.
It’s an old relative of mine. An ancestor.

An ancestor like my old grandfather adjusting his hat,
which he can’t do anymore.
It rests on his head forever.
It’s just the same old hat.
Maybe he never liked it. It’s there now.
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His hat can be correctly positioned atop the hill. 
I will fix it.
He looks at me dolefully, his eyes drop like drops 
of whitish stone, lemon, pearl, glue —
balancing on the lids.
They balance there and wistfully stare out at me.
I point and say, “ That’s my grandfather.
He’s been resting here for a long time.”

will I go
and enter the mouth of the
great mountain?
South?
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His hat is a broad sombrero, yellow in the sun.
His eyes stare out, transfixed, hypnotized, glared, reflecting —
his long ears listening at the sides of his pointed round head.
I point to the mouth.

Can I see the mouth?
do I dare go in?  A dark cave of sorts,
wherein, leading to . . .  I don’t know where?
will I go in?
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His head resounds with glory, duty, circumspect 
behavior.
Therein, inside, I would find myself
listening stunned, frozen — but alive — to stunning 
echoes; like to a stereo record-player throwing
audio images off the walls.
The circles of his eyes create some interest in fires 
inside of that place — his head -
where I would go.
fires of intellect, of soul, of images of man . . . 
 
Narrator:
People pass to and fro in front of this great event.
                                 
The open mouth is a tunnel, a hole.
It rests upon the ground —
an open cave, blue in light,
like an entranceway to a nightclub.

you can go in
through the dark heavy curtains.
                                        
Hear the music! Someone is listening inside 
at tables ranged around an open stage that’s dimly lit. 
They are waiting for a performance, 
as actors and actresses, dancers and musicians prepare.

Now, manufacture another mountain, tiny,
for the stage — for the mimic performance.
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SPIrAl deSCeNT

young man:
How happy to run up the hill!
No sign of a door opening yet —
but, it’s there, facing the other direction — 
a dark cave opening.
The hill, green at the top.
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The dark cave opening of the 
mountain rising up,
touching the blue sky.

The mountain gaining in 
stature, building up.

The mountain’s stature 
grows with me.
In front passes a road.
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sPIral descent

local men:
The meteorite is a little ball
simply falling from on high from the sky above.
don’t catch it! It falls hard.
                              
Making a spiral descent,
the meteorite from outer space 
has landed on our turf. 
Thoughtfully go locate it.
It will sing to us.



 �3

a  meteorIte has landed!

The meteorite has fallen.
we will go find it 
in a swamp, in a hole — wherever.

A meteorite has landed!  
Cows stand dumbly as they always do.
rabbits, hares jump away, hiding behind bushes.
My horse rears a little.
My donkey shies a little. They feel it descend.
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It landed somewhere!
Shouts in a vast desolate space . . .  
we will go there and investigate.
A group of us, certified with credentials,
stand around looking. Measurements!

The mountain says,
“what has landed on my head?”                 
            
The hat says,
“My rim orbits around my crown!”



 �5

natIve PrInce
                              
local men:
So, if he’s a prince
and we’re harvesting bushels,
that’s good! 
He’s youthful and noble.
we worship him too.
He’s one of us: he wears a sombrero hat,
he breathes from the side of the mountain,
he wears our hair.
His mouth, sweet, is shut but not clamped shut.
He’s a hero.
He is sun-shaded but firm, 
resolute in his understanding of true brightness,
sunlit philosophy without quirks.
we solemnly worship . . .   
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THe PrINCe
 Bare lit Bulb 

      
       
              



 ��

to no one

The little prince 
occupied in his cell day and night,
speaks to no one,
reads and writes to no one . . .  
His cell is vaulted, arched o’er. 
                          
Missing the little bit of sun outside,
inside, he reaches for his drink, his only drink;
bottle lit by a bare bulb, his face vacant, normal.

kept inside in a bewildered state,
the imprisoned prince reaches for his glass —
once again, stale wine, dear drink
that emboldens him, flushes his face.

In a small space inside a mountain,
he marches about planning a conquering.
No one will let him out.
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A small room lit by a bare bulb.
The prince waits out his days,
drinking stale white wine by his table —
his thoughts grandiose, as though
planning a future comeback.
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Authority has not given charge for someone 
to release him from his mountain prison.
He is of use to those persons without 
who would wish to prolong his life.

“My life prolonged . . .  ” he would sigh.
“My actions forsaken, stored . . . 
My unrestored stored powers . . .”
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wake! wake up, restorative power!
Sit up, get up, leave!

A man reaches out. 
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The flower Cave

The guy in the cave, flower-arched,
wants to get out . . .  

young prince:
what would have stable foundation?
I am here. In it.
within a great hill that’s outside —
it’s important to think that it rises up o’er the plain
and I’m in it, encased —
and that winds won’t blow it away —
and no! I’m not dead! — and haven’t been, already.
This hill, falsely, artificially made for me! 
I shout and no other!
I stand here now a part of it!
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This hill, though artificial,
encases me
like a monkey in a cage.
I leap and jump.
The hill seems solid
but it’s hollow.
within, hear a scream, a shout.

what has never joined me
shall be invited now.
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This has been built for me,
in prison-exile,
its broad base unleaving the ground.
And, I’m here, staying within it
and not wandering.
o, my base fortune, bound to change!
what seemed perfect as a protection
is now a prison,
and I don’t need it anymore.

All that I have gleaned,
I offer up.
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All that I have gleaned
alone in solitude,
I offer up.
But what is there of worth
that you would want from me here?
These papers blacked upon?
what is there of worth 
I have offered.
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THe gIrl IN THe MouNTAIN
The Musical Message 

young man:
out from the cave she came,
from the mountain’s side, 
right towards me.
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Narrator:
Coming out of the hill,
a young girl, quite naked.
Coming to meet her, a boy.
walking through the woods he finds her
and meets her.
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Come forth from the cave,
the girl supposes
that a man would be there.
And he is! In a straw hat.

Come forth from the cave
like a nymph in springtime . . .
A man meets her.
                    
A hidden nymph
come forth from the cave,
having been hidden for many years.

like the meteorite that’s buried
and has ways of getting out,
the nymph also gets out.
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How can a mountain hide a girl?
It was done just yesterday until today.
And, I’m proud of it!

How can a mountain hide a girl?
Perhaps, a girl is a meteorite-spirit
who changes?
That is: into flesh and blood and eyes . . .                      
well . . .   Not exactly, but listen:
a rock from outer space cannot
change right away into a girl.
A rock from outer space cannot change into a girl 
even if it is a powerful meteorite!  
                      
the musIcal message

Inside the mountain, 
there’s a girl and a message from
somewhere way away from here —
like from outer space; a message embedded, 
asleep and compressed,
inside a meteorite the size of this rock;
a message from a man who’s
at the outer limits of human habitation —
thrust into space to the edge — just wavering 
there.  
He got a message back
into the hill to the girl.
Her musical voice intoned   
and picked it up — the musical message. 
              
In sound, from the rock,
the man’s message is
communicated to the girl.
                        
what would she do with this message?
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two offerIngs

young man:
A man’s hat upon his head!

A man’s hat upon his head
Is all that I can see and say,
today or yesterday.

I raise up a flower or a glass
next to this hill.
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There’s a breeze that comes                  
out of his mouth
while I wait by the cactus
with an offering,
a little bowl of water and honey.
How terrible he looks,
though the breeze from
his head is cool.
It cools me as I wait here upon the sand
with the lizards and cockroaches and scorpions.

I don’t expect anyone to come out.             
In the landscape the hill wears a hat.
Its wide brim stretches out over the land.    
underneath it, peasants crouch
out of the sun, the hot burning sun.
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oPera scenarIo
  
libretto writer:  
A meteorite.  A girl.
The two combined:
a rock from outer space —
a beautiful ordinary girl on earth.
They meet and exchange information.
The rock beams and sends back information
and locates the man
who desires to meet this girl.
They try to exchange information
over inestimable, incalculable distances:
the girl on the planet ball earth —
the man in outer space stranded.
He sings through the meteorite
tenderly to the girl.

She listens, weak with listening and waiting.
what can she say?
Can she believe that this meteorite outer space rock is 
communicating back to somebody?
It’s hard to imagine,
but she does.
”o, la la ,“  she sings
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Suddenly, its obvious that it has been 
responded to, 
from what inestimable distance!
Coming back, 
from wherever her voice has gone, 
are words of meaning to her.
She listens longer,
her hair not disturbing her —
hanging practically in her face!
She does not brush away her hair 
when she listens with love 
and attention like that!
‘love,’ we can suppose,
because she is young
and is making some contact
with this man,
no matter how far away he is!
She does it!

Narrator:
The meteorite fell into a hill,
was covered up —
then, after a while, incalculable by us,
it began to communicate,
send out messages,
in bounces, not in beams or waves
or in any way understandable to us.
ricochets and bounces.
Information gathering,
locating this village girl.
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VIllAge loCkuP
A Tramp and Biker girl 
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Narrator:
who would come tramping along to find inside the hill
something related to a sound, 
an everyday sound (birds singing) 
that he’s heard a million times on the road?
A tramp.

Tramp: 
I am a tramp walking along toward this hill .  
There’s treasure in the hill. The treasure is a girl!

Narrator:
why is there a girl trapped inside the hill?   
who would put her there? 

Tramp:
They did !

Narrator:
who?
 
Tramp
A thousand jealous cronies put her there because she 
was too wise.
A thousand jealous ladies contrived to spirit her away 
and lock her up inside a mountain —
a mountain near the village where she would be safe 
inside but kept away —
kept away from the village men.

Narrator:
why was she so special? 
was she pretty? 
Had she talents that caused trouble, 
that made them mad?
was she a strange witch?
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Tramp:
She was transferred from village life
to spiritual lockup inside a hill.
Being so important, she was forgotten quickly!
“forget her! forget her!”, the women shouted.
No, she wouldn’t wander the streets of the village anymore.
She’d been banned. Banned from my favorite club —           
that woman locked up in the hill next to the village.
Banned for getting drunk and slipping and sliding, knock-
ing over glasses of beer and wine, all ending up on the floor, 
including her, after overturning tables, swearing and fearing.
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Narrator:
what about far-reaching implications, philoso-
thought?
The girl wouldn’t just passively go into the mountain, 
would she? — there to be taken care of? 

Tramp:
oh, no. To go, she would have to be in a dream! 
Hypnotized, somnambulant, out of her senses, 
not in her senses, out of control: 
a zombie, dead and gone and forced to go!

Narrator:
like a ghost she would wander to the hill.
o, the fateful village story!
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The hill that captured a rebel girl, an anxious girl,
a surreal girl . . .                                
The hill of the biker-girl banned to the hill.

Not just out of jealousy would all the women agree,
but for some other strange reason would they demand,
along with their men, that there’d be no argument
that a bad clumsy drunk girl be locked up, mesmerized,
within a mountain’s body. what for?
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Headlines:
     VIllAge wIVeS See To IT THAT THe BAd gIrl
                             IS INCArCerATed 
But, really, the village wives are bad! 

“She’s locked up in a hill with a fallen meteorite!”

The fallen meteorite song did sing in the dirt for her 
of a man traveled extra far away — an unimaginable, 
inestimable distance — to a further, farther star 
on the absolute bridge-edge of heaven;
of a man who stays there wanting, wishing to be on earth 
again, or, somewhere like earth,   
instead of on the edge of a weird plate;
of a man wishing to be in contact with earth spirits again,
since, in sound, that is all he will have, listening on his 
plate-edge, his ears opened up — a lucky man — 
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to hear her whispered voice alive 
within the mountain on earth, her low whisper sounds  
(in english or german or Austro-Hungarian) to the stone:
a meteorite lodged for years within the hill 
next to oldest lizard dinosaur bones and claws.
A fateful place — dug out, imagined, appointed —
for the motor-girl to reside in.
The girl on her bike: Vroom! Vroom!

In the afternoon, she was asked to leave the village, 
and — drugged, hypnotized, frozen-minded — removed   
to the old faithful hill.
Not buried, but, lodged on a chair within a prison-like room.   
o fateful place!
But as her thoughts cleared-up her ear was against the wall, 
and there was a stone delivered who spoke to her.
It sang musical music — at first, strange and attention grab-
bing.
This she heard and listened to, relaxed — able to listen —
because she wasn’t moving and there was nothing else to hear.
She sang too and it entered the rock
sucked in like a message listening to itself —
the sound sponged up and reported across vast distances.
oh, how well he heard it! without fuzz!

This event turned into a conversation 
between those two separated, 
each of them becoming delighted.
oh, thank goodness for the meteorite! Messenger from afar!
A musical speaking token from the man
who has so long dreaded to be so far off!
would that they might join, at some point together.
This is the plan — that they might be released
as a smell is released from a leaf or a bud.
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coda:

Shepherd climbing hill over
meteorite repository and transmitter.
                          
repository in the mountains. 
repository in the hills 
where people are informed, let know. 
Mountains beckon. 
They are clear, clearly seen in the distance.
The roundish moon rises up over them, over me, 
as I advance forward, toward them,
unexpecting to find a young woman in a cave.
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Part II
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MouNTAIN THeATre

who cares if they’re in there like a nutshell!
entrance to a theatre,
place of exaggeration, inordinance.
There he stands, lit up;
us, invited to watch.

       Mountain is a false stand.

Marquee bulbs,
marquee mountain,
lights

cobalt blue some-
where

red/orange

yellow lights
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red lights

rock

metal 
aluminum

poison
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MANy MouNTAINS
 A few Sketches 
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Mountain scenery.
Standing alone — an onlooker toward mounds,
round protuberances — figuring out which way to go.  
Into them, on top of them, through them?
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Mountain entranceway:
a cave, a hole,
an entranceway in a structure
built like a man-made fortress
without much decoration.

The entranceway is formidable.
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The entranceway has received a dark mold, a dark cast.
will you enter it?
It laughs. It’s easy. It’s not recommended.
But we are free.
The mountains speak above it saying, “It’s nothing, it’s a hole, 
don’t take it seriously, that’d be your mistake. 
But where are you going?”

The mountains behind are far behind,
only echoing the presence of an entranceway
in front of the protecting three-gateway mounding.
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Three-gateway mounding
holding up the mouth, the hole,
the reason for a mound or mountain:
an entranceway in!
A way to walk in.

                                           The Immortal Archway.
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mountaIns mountaIns mountaIns

Mountains in a bunch, in a group
as I approach them.
walking alone with something very big
in front of you,
it doesn’t matter if it’s flat or not very real.

Is there a door to these mountains flat?
An opening clear to see?
A way to get inside these fantastical walls?

If there is, then I shall go in.
I do not care if the walls are flat even though they show
mountains curving tops and flat somber earth-bound bases.
These I shall enter . . .  

oh, there is only one door.
It permits me to enter.
I go in.

Behind the fake wall of hills and mountains 
it is dark and grim.
I wish I hadn’t ventured forth so indiscriminately.
Now I am trapped behind an artificial boundary that looks 
like mountains.
So, you think that I’m exploring the wilderness or looking for 
something quite out of the way?
or that I’ll be lucky and come across something special
like a treasure? Sure! Instead, I’m . . .  
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MeTeorITe MeSSAge
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housewIfe   meteorIte   moon

originally, a meteorite was supposed to fall 
through an ordinary housewife’s roof 
into the living room of her home.
Her husband is away.

The housewife relates to the meteorite 
as if it’s her lost husband.
Perhaps it is?
It speaks to her. or sings.
And she begins to listen to it . . .  

listening to it alone in her livingroom,
the housewife dreams of her husband 
who is gone, 
possibly, far away.

The meteorite sings, makes music,
and she learns to sing with it. 
I guess, together, they make music about her loneliness.

Also, the crescent moon is up in the sky 
looking down on her home.
The housewife sings with the moon — which she can see —
and with the lowly meteorite landed on her floor: 
a black rock of no visible beauty, 
which communicates to outer, outer vast space 
and to something within that!
Perhaps to her lost husband or brother.

There’s a reason to lull and sway the woman’s reason.
There’s a reason to communicate through that vast long 
distance and to communicate in a way intelligible to her, 
without freaky hypnotism.
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A crescent moon seems to sharpen her romantic sensibility
as she looks out through the window 
seeing stars and vast space.
It’s a moon that seems like something 
to weigh one’s sensibility on.

“Tonight it’s one thing, but it changes over time.
Though it’s the same moon, it looks different.
It’s a ‘two weeks’ moon”, she thinks.
                   
The housewife, looking, 
sees it as so changeable.

“The meaning of time, its changing, is all connected up  
with it.”

The moon to her is the meaning of time. 
let’s look at it too, for outside of her room it sits. 
every night it’s different and changing. 
It grows and diminishes. 
everyone has thought about the moon!

To her, it represents the feeling inside of herself 
about her husband that changes and is affected by time.
And, when she looks at the moon 
she sees the shape and body of that feeling. 

“But,” she sighs, “it’s not my husband — something so silly, 
simple and profound as the moon.”

The shape of it represents the time that stays still in her 
heart and passes, creating more absence, space, feeling.

while the moon stays up outside her window
and she looks at it,
the pressure of the loss, her heartbreak,
grows and the meteorite at her feet glows.                             
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scIentIst’s account          

young scientist:                                 
Indescribable experience: seeing the meteorite fall!
light, brilliant — then, thud, dud! down in the earth.
The dust rises, surprises the birds.
   
Two shovels dig, thud and crash
around the place where I think it has landed.
I direct them both: 
okay, peasants, cease. 
let’s inspect  your work.
look down into the hole. Have you found the rock?
yes? Si? A marvelous . . .   treat?
you’ve found the meteorite? yes? Si?

entering the earth’s atmosphere,
or flying somewhere through space,
the outside edges were smoothed a lot, I guess.
In the meteorite is a pattern, 
which corresponds to that which I cannot say.

In a museum, it’s displayed in a case without its power, 
as are Indian artifacts that have created magic and protected 
in the past. But, here, in the field, we have found a real — 
a “realized” object. A fully realized object, willing to correspond, 
by singing, to another part of its source.

Narrator:
later, the scientist walking in his hometown says, 
“wait! I can hear it now. It’s the meteorite song and I know it!
A housewife is singing it, nearby!”
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housewIfe’s later account

A housewife has memorized the tune, 
which to you may be no tune (but, this meteorite song is 
transposable into normal staff and key). 
listen, here it goes . . .   (pause) 
well, what is the song, House-wife (who’s distracted, 
hysterical, with dry hair, red chapped hands and dry red 
cheeks with white splotches)? 
She replies: 
My husband is ‘away’ or something.
I’ve been only eating cold cereal.
I want some vodka and valium, but I’m off it. I quit!
I move around my kitchen in my house,
and, end up in the live, live, livingroom with this 
trash-accidental rock.
It ruined my ceiling, quite punctured it through.
It landed on my floor — alone like me, lonely like me.
despondent in outer space from following no course, 
he or it, came upon gravity in our earth’s sphere and
plummeted to comparative safety here in my livingroom
where I’ve let it stay and watched it.

She calms down a little:
Soon I’ll learn its indecipherable secrets — 
all the better for my life.
It’s teaching me to relax and settle down.
And, soon, I’ll begin to listen and to understand its corny 
message: CoMMuNICATe To your HuSBANd froM fAr off 
SPACe, like a headline in some cheap magazine.
But, for me, it’s true. I’ve given in to it for now, 
and relax on my sofa.
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I’m not being twisted by some foreign alien power,
trading secrets in another language.
I’m listening to love. That’s it. That’s just it.
I’m listening to love given by outer space, 
through the heavy little rock, to me.
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husband headlInes

loVe leSSoNS By MeTeorITe gIVeN To lAdy loVer

By her husband?

HuSBANd IS CoNTrolled By SoMe foreIgN Power?

HuSBANd IS BeINg forCed To CoMMuNICATe IN loVe’S SeCreT 
lANguAge By SoMe foreIgN Power?

HuSBANd HAS BeeN gIVeN oVer To loVe By SoMe
foreIgN INVeSTMeNT grouP?

HuSBANd STrANded oN A foreIgN PlANeT IS BeINg forCed To 
gIVe oVer loVe fINAlly  To wIfe  STrANded oN eArTH?

This planet: “being-forced-to”, is a sign of love.
love is the secret word which broods over outer-space.
love is the stellar system, blinking bright and vague yellow.

The husband, 
who is somehow removed from his wife one day,
is now being forced to recant love from a far-off distant 
place in the forest of planets of outer space. 
And, it’s making him talk: that something 
that screams for so-called love.

A HuSBANd IS wIllINg To uNdergo A So-CAlled SCreAMINg 
for CHANge 

 . . . to underhandedly hand over love to another screaming 
change-face that willingly waits   
by the sacred pole (tree) of love.
Tassels of screaming hanging down in red, white and blue.
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A HuSBANd wHo STANdS oN A duSTy BAll IS wIllINg 
To uNderTAke A dANgerouS JourNey INTo ouTer SPACe

Into outer space he will go, 
proclaiming his faceless devotion to
outer space and its narrow margins.

A HuSBANd’S wIll IS AlMoST NIl (BrokeN)

A husband’s will is damaged 
as he crouches down on the livingroom floor, 
wanting to be a split-off part of a meteorite.
Surrounded by furniture, a husband is bent over low
in the middle of the room, wishing he had a way
to hide or get out.  

In the house, in the livingroom,
the husband crouches down low.
He’s down with the furniture, moaning and misunder-
standing his momentary impulse, problems (mother?) 
— gulp !
He’s down, misunderstanding his momentary relationship 
to . . . 
There he is, all crouched . . . 
Mute sofas and chairs,
mute chintz, mute fabric, mute tool
and leatherwork . . .  
Mute is the furniture of his love, his home, his life!
unspeaking is the empty sofa, chair  . . .  
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THe rIgHT of SPrINg
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only offerings to the mountain or the hole.
only offerings to the hole.
The hole: a cave wherein an old lady lives.
I bring apples and pears beneath the branches that hang low
and weigh down over me.
I’ve discovered it.
There’s movement inside of the hole —
an apparition: an old lady. 
She dances and comes out. A high-pitched, “Hee!Hee!”,
strung out lasts a while, frightening air waves while it lasts.   

She dances a bit by her tree and says:
A cave. A tree. what do I want?
Apples and pears?
what could I want here brought by a young sapling?
welcome to my abode, young heir to princedom.
Crouch low beneath low branches. listen and whistle.

Her sound is opening the sky, turning night to day.
Her sound is all of my youth, everything that I know.
Her dance is merely a trick to beguile me while I listen.
I am crouched low receiving heaven’s responses
because this old hag has reached up
to fill the entire room of this world with her light.
And, she brings down a sound which accords me peace.  
A peaceful sound that I can bear.

I crouch low and bear to listen to it all night or day.
As heaven’s light is bright, I can’t tell when I am doing this.
The dance lasts awhile.
She turns away and says:    
go. you have heard. I will enter my cave 
for another millennium. 
I have given you and let you hear that heaven’s voice 
which will accord you peace.
Make use of it for betterment of other men,
as they will look to you.
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Part III
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THe well
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Black up over the hill — round hill,
green hill, trees.

Came down on what was
resting there -
words restrained into a black hole —
well guarded, rounded too,
by gray damp walls, old, unused.

grey came over that damp dank hill
by the tree where the round hole, a well, was resting 
— water, too — by the tree which had, leafless,
a presence over that well and well guarded
‘gainst those that came down over the hill. 
late afternoon.

A round hole that guarded, therein, water -
a water risen up in tide-quantity from the depths,
and, earth — that has well-supplied for release   
a bounteous expression there of water —
there of use to be for those dippers who’ve traveled
and gotten over that hill.
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Big, the branches seem to be 
embracing the sky over the well-circle hole
black with the reflection of the sky,
instantly provocative,
over the black well hole.

Branches over the round black well hole
bode well for the instant traveler 
who appeared there — there seeing black
the reflections in the water.
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A round well hole black with water, 
fresh and deep, provocative.

well hole of greed!
A young steed coming down with a cup!
A young steed running over the hill 
to replenish, to take some of the water out of the well.
A well of which gratitude? That he does remember, when?
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A young lad is marching down to the well
to dip a cup, to take the cup away 
to feed the girl who pines away in a shack nearby.
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The girl, who is thirsty, 
is waiting in the room of the shack 
for her boy to return. 
They are “together” —
and, have been for weeks.
She is tired, bedraggled, not even on a bed.
And, there, we see her.

Away from the well, the lad marches back 
to his girlfriend who’s in the place where he left her,
to give her the cup for her lips and her throat.
She thanks him and is reborn — a radiant princess! — 
refreshed.
She leads him back to his castle.

A lucky glomming of the depths of the black well water —
for it foreboded to him the successful
tale of the princess and her wishes
(for that meager story to come true):
that she would indeed return into being a princess
that hour that she drank from the eternal waters.
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what really Happens:

He came down the hillside up to the well and stood there 
looking at the black water inside round gray walls. 
A bird chirped, “Hello!” nearby, 
on the overhanging branch.
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oh, sighed the youth,
I have found the fountain eternal!
I am lucky. She is lucky.
we are fortunate — 
to continue on after my travels and our hardships.

 oh, he says about the well,  it’s smaller than I thought —
and I am here!
No overhanging trees block my vision.
Now, I can stand here in full view —
and it’s small!
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I have her cup and it’s small too!

easy to scoop, to fill, to cover and to carry, carefully, 
backwards over familiar hills 
and past dangers no longer new.
Back to the little shack unlovely, where she waits,
not patiently, chewing her fingertips lazily.
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I present her with the water-filled cup. Here!

oh, she says. A drink. 
And, I’ve been waiting for it.
It’s delicious and good.
I am lucky. you are lucky.
we are fortunate to continue
on our travels nearer to fortune than before —
as I will be reborn now,
more beautiful and famous than before!
And, you will still be with me —
AS A lITTle BIrd oN My SHoulder!
A Colorful BIrd!

And, she will go on to be married to Bluto
and be famous and successful amongst castles and glitter.
The lad will scorn and scoff, helpless as a bird creature.
unable to work his magic, helpless he will fly
off Her SHoulder.
But, now, on her shoulder, he says to himself, 
Pursestrap bag-catcher — I will not listen!,
because, he’s forced into always listening and seeing
the happenings of her life displayed before him provocatively 
(as the black waters will reveal . . . ).
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He’s the youth turned into colorful plumage,
an accessory to a lady’s fancy, a singing tunnel near her ear, etc.
He will be, variously, jealous, resentful, and tricked upon
and will wonder how to work the magic to return
to his self of that pleasant journey of success to the well —
that strange forlorn memory of menial retrieval.
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black waters

The black waters, fortunate or unfortunate, will reveal
a poor youth’s soul into a mirror looking —
will reveal the feminine wiles —
will reveal that woman he will see —
that he was tricked by, too —
but, whom he wanted to see so badly!
So, he saw — but, by magic, was not his self —
only a bird-magic. funny! 
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He couldn’t see and be with her as a man. 
That she did prevent. A trick?  
Though she kept him with her.
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Provocatively, a woman will be something else!        
                       
“I have come here to retrieve the water of the well.”, 
he said before.
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wISdoM  BAllS

may

In our day and age
things are very silent and peaceful.
The hills are rolling, the sun is setting.
I can’t see behind the hill but behind it
there is a shadow, darkness — 
and beyond, coolness.
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In the lIbrary

Compiling, Arising, Styling, reading, Throwing Away, 
Hesitating, Neglecting . . .   forlorn unmovement recorded 
dead. 
who would want to know?
Thousands of piles of recorded (printed) literature 
stacked high in this library
organize this crime!  don't associate this mind!

lady on toP

winged lady overlooking city,
standing on a fur hat, 
pedestaled.
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Hat with a brim.
lady standing upon it, 
smile upon her.

expectations engendered come rapidly 
to conclusion and fruition.
The broad band, bluish, of the water supply of the hat!
She is a sun-deity, indeed! worshipful of the moon, too.
lady on top of a hat does have a smile,
does wait for time to take more time 
and finish that growing!

Hat upon the ground,
small lady upon.
Soon, vegetation 
sprouts.
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At store: 
big jewels beneath crown,
deep in ground in orderly fashion — waiting there,
round like pearls not beneath the sea.

That is what she’d dig out: 
those pills pillowed upon the ground 
next to each other, one after another.

Bone hat, knob hat,
handlebar hat —
not willing to pull it 
any which way!

Sweet divergence 
beneath our ground:
whatever we think!
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Not rolling (no room to move) they are complacent; 
though, dug out, they could roll
and get out of your command — those rolls.

They are big like medicine balls, 
and need to be carried around.
“we have found the balls of all wealth here!” 
they would say as they got them out.
They have a strength of store — of storage —  
beneath the carpet layer —   
but, then, gotten out, maybe they would amount to nothing —
alone and separate, removed and dispersed?

Big $-lit balls dispersed unto the populace 
who wait below the queenly hat.

They are worth “o”, nothing.  
They are put on the mantel if they fit.
Money-lit balls of silence: empty, hollow, glaring — 
that’s what they are!

And I have one on my mantel!  
Too large, bulbously, it proclaims
that I have been tricked into buying without buying.

These big balls of wealth take up space, 
orderly beneath the outdoors crown.

Big marbles of proclamation 
set in store for the future.
The future is what it’s all about!

The future’s what’s in store for us!
These big balls proclaim it! — in their white, 
hollow, egg-like emptiness.
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“But, egg-like whitish balls are what I want,” 
say various townsfolk, because they remember wealth.
The white balls remember that “wealth is stored 
beneath a crown.” And they have been found orderly there,
all in a row.

They make a line under a hat:
the hat upon which a lady statue stands (not a real lady)
and waits patiently —
that sun or moon should shine.

They make a line under a throne that stands still.
They themselves stand still but are found! —
by townsfolk and farmers out on the field  
near the throne one sunny day.
They are transported later to a truck 
and a shed — dark at night. 
The lady has vanished from atop the tomb.

The lady statue is just a statue stored somewhere.
And, the balls of wisdom have been rolled off the back 
of a truck to storage in a dark shed 
in some industrial suburban wasteland.
No one can find them. 
The truck driver doesn’t know what they are.
Soon to be dispersed and distributed to the populace,
the balls are kept incognito while organization-politics 
check up on their houses.
where you live will be checked and examined, too.
The balls will be rolled in onto the mantels 
at the appropriate time.
everyone will have them on their mantels.
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They are not a mirror.
They look funny.
They are eggshells with nothing inside —
nothing for you.

why do you have it? 
Because there’s nothing for you! you fool!
They symbolize most appropriately that:
that there is nothing for you.
And, that your home is as hollow as all that is inside 
that egg-like bulb.
No light, no wisdom, nothing has been appropriated
from anything valuable inside of it.
And you are duped by having it in your house.
you are stupid, stupid. That is what the white eggshell ball 
is saying and proclaims —  
though it is silent and says nothing, too.
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However, a chap says: 
I am proud to have the eggshell ball in my house!
I am proud because it means that, having acquired it,
I can surmise its value, like those who found it did — 
as they stood over it with their pickaxes and looked at the 
orderly arrangement and displacement of itself and its fel-
lows.
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Having thrust aside the tomb’s main above-ground 
ornaments, 
they were eager to dig out and obtain 
the wisdom ball’s true value — 
that true value of the wisdom-like balls. 
And, did they? 
yes, to me the value has come —
the value of all the wisdom balls!
The value of all the wisdom balls on this mantelpiece
as shown and is meant by “one.” 
“one”of them is the definition of the meaning
of them all, I think. And that means something to me!

I haven’t written my essay on wisdom balls yet. 
But, when my son brought dandelions in I put them 
in my smallest vase next to the Ball — and got excited! 
what a contrast! The yellow and lowly — 
the white, vast, impenetrable and supreme next to it!
So fortunate, so lucky — 
the wisdom ball is all!

The wisdom balls don’t really fit our mantelpieces.
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                 wisdom-Ball dance
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Medicine Ball?  Mountain’s Mouth?

A young boy rolls the ball pill, a white ball,
towards the Mountain’s mouth opening, a cave.
It rolls in.
The boy is lucky, he has got rid of it!
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                    The wisdom Ball Is a Pill to the Mountain
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 The Mountain gets the wisdom Pill
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Medicine ball of white on mantelpiece.
A forlorn clock clicks nearby: the time, the time —
always changing, always going ahead…

The medicine ball’s knowledge is vacuous, 
as we have stated.
Nothing within, nothing coming out.
why does he have it on his mantel?
 
“Because,” he says, “the medicine ball
typifies and symbolizes all knowledge 
and relates to other medicine balls in the
region and in the universe totally, to all degrees!”

His personal knowledge depends on it 
and it typifies him, and his personal knowledge of himself.
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THIS BIg SeTuP!
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This big setup
rises on high, above.
A dwelling? 
An entrance bellybutton-cave.

Two explorers:
This big setup. let’s point to it!
Hey! If you can find your way!
                                 
This big setup,
cave on high. 
High up in the air: the bridge, the gap.
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This big setup,   
which we’ve been trying to find.

This big setup  balanced precariously on high,
a rock on a rock, 
like bread (a loaf of) on top of a rock —
like a toaster balanced end up, crumbs out.

Hmm, no way to reach that rock hole,
that arched cave.
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Cave-hole entranceway!
                                 
The arched cave whispers silent,
dark inside . . .    

we will go . . .    explore, explore!
    
Two explorers wandering up on a hillside,
near part of the mountain,
on ground, on land that is a part of thrill-seeking — 
the cave-hole entrance way to darker 
secret things behind.
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Cave hole entranceway to darker more secret things  
in behind the hole.

Bold we go. further and further, deeper inside.
exploring with our hands, flashlights, miner’s hats.
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looking around the incompleted monstrosity,   
the boys search for excitement with their lamps.

It’s easy — just for excitement! 

They park their bikes, the sod is wet underfoot, 
their eyelashes dew-laden.

Balanced, unfinished . . .   the toaster rock.
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Set into a socket of the cave . . .
Tender-footed, the boys look up at 
the cave-hole entranceway. Big rocks, 
balanced precariously high — big and silent, 
except for wind’s spaces.
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when we came amongst the big boulders piled up  
we looked around — up at the boulders and rocks,  
piled up precariously high 
for such large sizes of boulder rocks.

Piled up on high, up over us, above us . . .  
we looked up and around.  
we felt slightly uncomfortable, uneasy.

Hmm, we said. let’s check it out — the cave-hole 
entranceway!
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we were lucky we found it
up amongst those high-up boulders —
set in back from our view, at first.
Then, we moved up closer and climbed up 
to the edge of a high boulder 
and looked over it and down —
and, there, was a dark archway hole beckoning!
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we clambered and scraped and clawed and crawled, 
shifting our heavyset bodies inches at a time, 
breathing heavily, 
until we were near the archway entrance, 
dark and foreboding or forbidding. 
yet nobody bid us in or forbade us out!

Closer we went, scrutinizing in our minds —
with closer scrutiny of its formless shape —   
that clever archway (designed and crafted 
by nature’s hands, we thought,  
but formless hands had thrust that doorway there!).

Sigh . . .
we were able to get right up to it.
But we don’t fit! we said.
No, we don’t. one leg will go in,                            
but a whole body won’t come out!
How funny that we got up ourselves this far only!  
This far — to look at ourselves from afar and be as fools,
idiots at a gaping mouth’s edge!

The sacred breath of the inner mountain within 
cools on our cheek.
The sounds of the vast space are there inside,
available, I guess,
but unrecorded.

Sounds of the vast space —
the mountain hollow, 
the land of the inside and the outside.

Climbing up — innocent, as on a jungle gym.

      . . .  continued on page 165
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INTerMeZZo

                    

Magician
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Spoiled Baby
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Trouble
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But the top!
The top where we got to — a mirror, vast and fooling!

As if there’s really a place to climb up —
a place like a mountainside — symbolic.
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Mirror-hole, liquor-cabinet hole — reach for the bottles we do!

Mirror-hole held aloft,
bright, unchallenging, because no one can challenge it.
It’s the best, the best brightest, held up aloft.
And, other men breathe toward it.
   
we go up to its edge, 
climbing up as if we’re on a schoolyard fence.
we get to its gaping edge: it doesn’t singe
                                            it doesn’t blind
                                            it doesn’t sing.
we are on, toward it — but, nowhere to go!
we settle in safely on our ledge, sigh and breathe.

A feeling of clumsy, funny-shaped, bloated objects 
mis-arranged in one’s mind ... light bewilderment, bumbling ...
contan ...? Tumult, confusion ... penultimate, tantamount concern ... 
bewildered concern, but lighter.
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And we breathe this way — hard to describe —  
as we’ve suddenly gotten there — to where our discovery 
had led to itself: this bright held-up mirror 
roaring with contentment and perfection.

we are hard to say the “whys”and “wherefores”.
But, before we climb down, we have seen —
we have always seen!
And, still, we don’t breathe relief.
It’s just not human.

we are up toward a bright orb. It is not “other”.
we have climbed — two of us — young, happy more or less — 
toward this spot. And it is a mirror held aloft. 
By a goddess?

we are on top of a cave! we have got there!
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Now,  after all this climbing —
the mirror’s on top,
my wallet’s still in my pocket,
the mountainside is steep!
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The sheer rock sides drop down! Below, on either side!
It takes our breath away. Here, have it!

A hawk or eagle lands nearby and says, 
“Hi, boys. gentlemen. you have come far,
stretching your legs and arms over rock, 
up this mountain-side. 
you are now breathing heavily.”

“what’s new!,” we say.

“I have come to tell you that you are on top 
and the mirror is here. you have come to see what you seek! 
look here! up here . . . ”

And, his wings flapped away.
Silence.
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we climb up over the next edge, and there,
we are on top, and see a proud round thing: a shining 
mirror placed there by heavens above.
It is what we seek, though we see nothing —
or, really, just what is reflected in that mirror: our simple, 
flushed, quiet faces, red with the pain of exertion;
and blue reflected on the round edges,
the blue of outer space with no definition.
Simply that. our faces and outer space with no definition.
Scary, humbling. we are ready to descend.

A soft wind music fills the air,
the eyrie, the high spaces.
High-pitched, floating yet soaring, 
the sonic sounding squeal
reaching us there — the bird’s sound, 
as it approaches.
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The piling up of rocks is
like the misdirection of my thoughts.
And they are balanced because they’ve no where to go.
yet, I see them there — funny mismanaged shapes,
with shadows that fall
but have no sound, substance or feeling.

Bounded by rocks, the two men couldn’t go nowhere
without each other. They went up two ways  
and the mountain walls were steep. 
They sighed and breathed near each other.
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kINg of BIrdS
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Narrator:
A step into the unknown,
climbing alone up a steep incline.

The traveler asks,  
So, you are king of birds!
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High, sky, nest, bird. 
Travel up steep mountainside, 
look around, see mountainside
and, down below, far village.

See nest, see king of birds. 
grab, clasp, hold on, let go — speak !
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Traveler:
o king of birds, I’ve traveled up high
upon this mountainside as far as I can  
and I’ve discovered you! 
I was told that you were here waiting.
waiting, because up amongst the clouds
you have gained admittance to the gods’ palace! — 
a whitewashed place with pillars and a front entrance —
a large building, dignified, appearing in space!
And you were let in there — turning into a man?

The Bird:  
No. Into a god-man. or, like a man, a god 
with good reason — gaining admittance because of
a change that I’ve done before, and again and again:
that of changing from a high resting bird on top of a peak, 
into a man who has something to say to the palace assembly.

Narrator:
Somber, dignified and remote, 
quiet and expectant, the bird continues.

The Bird:
what have I seen as a bird from the mountain peak?
As a bird on high, I’ve flown down, swooped
close to village homes, forests and streams —
above lonely places and crowded parks — training my eyes
to pick out what gleams as gold. And of this
I will report to the assembled hierarchy.
Perhaps, their finances low will not keep — 
and, gold from forests, streams and parks 
and men’s pockets I will peep, as I fly low amongst lower selves.   
up here I am in between — and am a large bird!
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Traveler:  
why should I clasp you? To steal you and your
pickpocket eye? To want you to change into a man
for me and speak, to tell that great secret that you keep?
why rip, tear you, warm out of your nest,
you high resting big bird?

The Bird:  
yes, why? Because clouds speak of the palaces up above,
and mimic, on the water, their remote properties?
you would like to visit and to know
those people, or gods, to whom I go.
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why riches for yourself?
what is under your hat? A little chick?                      
who is mine? yes, and I’m excited and grateful
that you have carried it up to me !
you have carried that little chick up here 
all the way to me!
To obtain sweetness and permission from me? 

Narrator:
The Bird continues.

The Bird:
yes, I have seen pockets bulging in certain places.
I have seen wells full of buried treasure
and watched people put it there.
I have noticed discoveries — in woods, mountains and fields —  
with digging and pelting and blowing up  
and looking at inside —
where you wouldn’t think that I would go.
But, when a person emerges victorious in wealth discovery
from a cave entranceway, 
it’s see-able on his or her face —
it’s noticeable and easy to see, settled onto his face —
that satisfaction and expectation.
And, of course, there’s more digging to come.   

The discoveries on paper I can read.
And the discoveries in the wires I can hear — any wires.
And the sounds and pictures pulsated through the air 
are all mine. 
And information hidden and stored 
in boxes, crates, vaults and safes, cars and trucks. 

I am super-employed, indentured, by the gods
thusly — to seek out money, valuable information and wealth.
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Thank you, for returning my chick — a child yet.
And, yes, I will take you to the palace.
The chick will be safe here in the nest. 
let’s cover her with your sombrero while we go — 
which won’t be a minute, but which will accomplish all! —
all of your wishes!
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Narrator:
At the palace, the king of birds 
turns into a messenger-guide man 
and invites, formally, the stunned traveler 
on the cloud-appearing steps to enter in 
and present himself to the assembled god-like personages.
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Quietly, humbly, expectantly, 
the man from lower earth realms is introduced 
to what is high, gentle and supreme. 
what he receives is knowledge — 
his goodness is made complete within himself 
and put to good use upon his blessed return back down.

Not like a dream he remembered that, 
but, like an enlightenment —
and, all his world became those cloud-shapes 
of the most on-high palace — 
and, every entranceway became a sacred way 
to the basic goodness treasure trove
that brightly lit his eyes and warmed his grasp:
the delighted treasure discovery
opening upon a way, an entrance, 
to the instant discovery of his basic goodness treasure.
wealth to spread, to take pride in.

A villager:  
oh, so-and-so was different when he came down 
off that mountain.
He had a feather on his head.
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Prelude To MouNTAIN MoVeMeNT
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who’s He?
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outside of the Mountain
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The Mountain watches



 189
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Self-expression



 191
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MouNTAIN MoVeMeNT
 Breaking up 
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Narrator:
The walker tramping up a steep incline —
how well he preserves his dignified pace and view,
walking over rock and dale.                   

The walker goes up to the mountain.
There’s a house inside with chairs and couches.
Inside the open door is seen 
four young boys and girls.    

Possibly he’s expected to come in and converse over tea?
This little roundish mountain hut accommodates 
the boys and girls of the afternoon midday-glow.
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Thinking that they will go up the mountain,
they prepare in the hut.

"If the mountain-top is our object . . ."
says one, with his cup of tea in his hand steady.

Interrupts a young lady: "Is it, now? That we have come this far,
sitting quite comfortably, but agitated to go?"

"yes, agitated to go. yes, most certainly," he replies.
"The curtains are pulled back. look out:
fog, mist and darkness threaten later, 
now all is white.
look up toward the peak, I can't see it!"

Venture out. Be enveloped by the clouds.
All outside upon the shape: mountain-climbers, a group.
All outside upon the face of the mountain triangle 
deceiving them! — a group of unwary travelers — tourists, students.
The unembellished mountaintop.

These people on the side of a mountain  
are being so very polite to each other.
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All characters in my play!listen! 
I have interrupted myself with a group of people 
on the side of a mountain.
I still make the face of the mountain like 
they're walking up its face — trudge, trudge —   
helping themselves up along its stony rocky ridge,   
if that’s what it is.
I still bear down with the invisible pressure 
of the Sky-clouds: blue, white, dark and massing
like ragged hair about the mountaintop;
ragged hair throwing bolts of electric fire   
and sounding giant drums in the air —
of course, filling all of space,  
which I still command like a god!
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which side of the mountain face do they hike up upon?
Is this a vital questioning? 
yes, for the other side is
heinous, devilish, bad deceiving!
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In the heinous, devilish, bad deceiving woods
is a churlish owl with one bad word on his horned beak: 
"Break, break!" This he is repeating in this woods.
And, we wouldn't want them to go there
to hear this repeat because then they would all fall to pieces,
like the other things on the hill.
                                                       
"If they are smart they won't go there!" we shout.
But, tediously and industriously, with tiny licks of sweat 
forming on their skin under their sweater-tops,  
the four young boys and girls climb up the boring
side of the mountain thinking about the
pregnant pointing rounded top,   
as at that place they will stop or pause. 
Sweating, they will think, " To what ends 
have we got ourselves atop this cliff? for nothing? 
of what, besides the view, do we partake 
or will we benefit from? 
or, will we just come down?"
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The rumbling, the stumbling sounds
out from the mountain-cavern home — a giant!

giant, meet boys and girls. Shake big hands.

The group of people, so friendly!
The sky resounds,
the earth is shaken,
bolts of electricity are hurled,
trees ward them off — people aren't hurt!
rays of sun are completely absorbed,
ground is shifting, water is still for a moment.

This is his tantrum: pulling and pushing his abode  
eager to emerge in some form!
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The mountain seemed to cause the "shaking" —
unstable was the top of the hill.
The two girls and boys stumbled and fell a bit,
not hurting themselves, 
but, exclaiming in their fatigue, 
"oh, what charm has befallen upon us now?”
as if such has happened before 
or something similar upon that hill.
                                                 
oh, what is it that has happened?
A question — a green hole.
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The forms, human, atop the mountain stagger
and sway. The rounded top is moving a bit.

Climbing up onto the round bulging top 
the kids are startled by movement 
suddenly shifting beneath them! 
They cannot stand for a moment,
and collapse in a pile.
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The ordinary question, 
once in a while asked by a traveler: 
"why have I really come to this place?"
occurred to them all at the top of the hill, 
just as it started to move back and forth, shuddering.
"A huge orgasm it’s supposed to make!"  shouted one lad.
But, nothing had changed. The mountain bulge stood firm
with no opening muttering or opening pause for retort.
But it is strange!
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Self-development



 203
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About a relationship:
opposition and then resignation
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It’s About Her!
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A  simple explanation: "Cookies break into crumbs."

The four girls and boys 
on top of the mountain:
we are so unstable.
we are not about to roll down. 
we are bunched here haphazardly atop the hill 
and it shakes all four of us.
It makes us roll down — or, so it will.

The unknown force affecting this hill
is alarming us up here on the top of it.
we look down, staring. 
Things far away become all blurry,
that's how I'm affected!

Having hiked and adventured and achieved the height, 
the high goal of this mount, 
by ourselves on foot -
the hill shaking is not what we expected, at any time.
But this is the time!

looking out  —  loo oo ki  king — the world vision, our view,
is turned liquid, as our eyeballs float on water from the shaking.
rolling eyeballs! That’s how we feel: unmade all of a sudden!  
But, gotten here at the top of the mountain.

A sudden light drastic change! But, we won't roll down.
we declare that.
we won't change that. And, remain firm — 
collapsed, piled upon the ground.
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student Poems about shakIng

The four girls and boys:
If this was a donkey's head 
shaking itself and ears after fleas,   
then we wouldn't fall off.
That’s what's important, dirty as we'd be. 
As we are! 
                                 
This — if this were the head of a bald man
with blinking eyes and gob dripping down his cheeks,
then, still we couldn't think or imagine falling off or 
getting down.
for what reason?
                                                      
If this were a heavily antlered moose's head
who was shaking his antlers proudly toward a rival foe   
pawing up ground nearby, we aren't getting up —
or, considering getting off, either.
                                  
If this was the war bonnet of a chieftain
getting his head cut off, we wouldn't budge either.
we'd just lay on the ground.
Seems simple enough — as the ground shakes.
                                                    
This bulge toward the sky,
boundary of heaven and earth,
funnily, mysteriously moves with us clasped to it.
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Having hiked all this way —
and, now the idiot mountain tries to shake us off! 
we take a stand here,
though we are unable to stand.
        
we're getting knocked down,
knocked over on the earth, prostrate, but still alive.
what's there to fall off?
The top of the mountain is round
but flat enough. rolling down is the problem!
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PeoPle’S MouNTAIN oN ToP of THeIr 
HouSeS
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lifting the lid, the mountain-
top,
and carrying the "little people" on top.

People on the mountain being set down on their houses!

Nobody’s in the houses! 
No, they're on top of the mountain, the libertines! – 
crawling and craving, hanging on 
to little stones and dust for their dear life!
This is the anger of the Monster towards them 
on top of his mole-hole. 
He says, "oh, I'll carry them a little ways,
a little ways! And drop them!"
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The top of his head, the hat on his head — 
in desperation he wants to remove it now — 
that significant restricting quantity
clawed on and crawled on by ants and people. 
He'll take it up, out from the earth.
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out from the earth, 
the whole mountain is raised up
in the careful hands of the original owner: 
an earth monster, greening.

He is somebody 
who has been sleeping in the earth a long time.
A guy who is old, yet strong, and violent sometimes.
This guy is awake, his eyes are open, 
his mouth spits airy venom.

And he lifts his heavy head 
to see out in the world above the ground,
as he wants to leave the earthly bed.
        
Here, he's going to put the people’s mountain 
on top of their houses!
Not nice. 
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three oracles
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A Hiker and an Arab Supplicant.

Arab: 
o oracle, will you give me the whole story?
I have come to the wilderness to ask.
I want to return to my Arab tent
and have complete perfect knowledge.

Hiker: 
I too, o oracle, would like to ask a meaning, 
although I didn't expect to find one here!

Narrator:      
oracle is there for the asking.
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dreAM PICTure
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I thInk I mIght exPlaIn

Here is a man seen from the outside . . .
A bed of hay which he sits upon
is a birthing ground.
        
"I think I might explain," he says, inside the 
hollowed-out mountain.

He better explain fast because the soldiers 
and captain are coming!
Two people are at the top of the hill.
yea, he might explain why he's in there.
what makes him so special inside those walls?
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He is bewildered, dumbfounded as to where he is from;
dumbfounded inside the bird-egg hollow mountain symbolic, 
wearing a hat, the black squarish hat special.
His solemn eyes look out from beneath its straight brim.
"o, I am hollowed out",  he says, "found! By soldiers
and even by lovers (who won't bother me).”
       
Two lovers climbing toward a moon-watch above on the hill.
And, soldiers performing their task — a duty coming to rich 
fulfillment, bearing down upon the captured being.
Soldiers hiking, marching across bare ground,
coming to the hill knowing that inside 
lies the giant awaiting them.
How did they find out that he lies within, awaiting them? 
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He is kneeling, his eyes are dignified and calm.
He awaits the fateful knocking, digging, shoveling.
The hole entrance will be made —
he will see a special sort of light, brilliant and dark.
The little soldier figures will move toward him 
with their shotguns, cork pop-guns 
and finger triggers metal, dainty;   
metal barrels poking, pointing from small shoulders   
and white faces blank, awaiting orders 
from Captain Shotgun himself!

wistful, the lovers almost trapped above,  
yearn together to know the fate  
of the young man within, down below, 
inside the mountain!
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the castle  and  moat reflectIon
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The hill and the moat are being lowered onto the stage. 
The hill is a castle. 

The entranceway reflects on the waters calm. 
when it’s all set up, the person dances over close 
to the water's edge and says he might go in, but can't get in! 
That is his speech, his set speech. 
But, he can also talk about the castle not being the hill, 
or, about it being the hill but with windows and walls. 

The entranceway reflection is what in turn fascinates him, 
on account of its being doubled and rounded, 
complete in the water. 
And the entranceway on the face of this mountain-castle 
stronghold he so wishes to penetrate.
The lights in the castle signify that there is someone inside.
This excites him, as does the entranceway. 
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The set on a backdrop floats down,
it is a castle and a moat.
The entrance to the castle is reflected in the moat 
and makes an obloid, egg-like shape. 
The lights are on in the castle. 

He is ready for the scene to begin.
He dances around ready. 
what seemed simple is made complicated  
by the castle-like set and the backdrop being lowered down. 
There it is.

reflected in the moat: the castle mouth.
How  still . . . waiting? 
There’s light in the castle's eye-like windows —
something animated, alive, is inside. 
what if a face was to appear 
in one of the eye-like apertures? 
oh, shock that one is so alive there! 
A mere head bobs up there in the hole. 
with a voice? 
A voice from far away . . . across a moon-reflected moat .
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A bobbing head shows up in the castle window. 
It has a laugh and a voice. 
The set has come down. 
Now we can imagine the moat of water 
and the moon-reflected entranceway on its surface. 

A big dark castle.
light in the castle's windows — and a laugh, a face 
suddenly appearing inviting the young soldier to come in: 
"But I can't ," he replies " 'cause  of the moat waters, cruel 
and darkened."
 
"But you cannot dive in,"  she says, "and swim to the edge 
and climb up the walls and pitch yourself through the win-
dow over the edge?" 

"Seems impossible," says he," ’cause there's no open 
entranceway and the walls are thick and solid and flat."
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"Throw across a board,"   she says, 
"and cross over it. Then use a rope to throw up to me in this 
window. I will drag you in if you wish to come." 

Soon the lad had found a rope and found a board 
and he was climbing up the rope lifted by strong arms  
up to the castle window lit like an open eye.
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"oh, surprise,"  he says, upon reaching the edge, 
"to have seen you and done this!" 

"There's more to do inside, my friend,"  says the lady.
And she helps him in. 
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Seems like she invited him in —
the threat of the castle walls diminished, no one scared, 
whatever's bothering the poor lad has disappeared. 

 A plank across the moat water has changed the night.
what's reflected double, mirroring itself, 
is now alone and irrelevant  'cause the lad man 
has gone inside the castle walls 
with the help of a young lady.
All is still . . . 
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Inside the castle walls the young lady 
explains that this is a mountain! 
“It’s a castle fortress, a home in a mountain — my father's! 
He is away now and I am here, master of the servants. 
That's why I can invite you in. 
we are rich but I am a captive of my father's strong fear that 
I will be abducted and never return. 
I am not allowed to see or speak to any man.
How infuriating! And, I do not obey him well. 
Tell me about the world and why you have come 
before these castle walls." 

He spoke, and their conversation droned on for hours. 
Nothing much happened, and then it was time to decide what 
to do, for the poor girl's father was returning soon. 
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rock-bowl walls

Inside a mountain-house, 
someone crouched at a lighted fire.  
Smoke goes up through a chimney 
in the rock above, somewhere. 
This person crouched is a boy 
who has a royal heritage 
and he should be found. 
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He should be found to be inside 
of a mountain by a very smart person and 
released quickly, as soon as possible. 
The mountain should be lifted up above him, light, 
weighing nothing, so that he could walk out.
But this lifting and uprising is of what seems to be a heavy 
force (compelling belief). 

Ha! The mountain is a heavy force, 
unnatural, compelling, above. 
It’s an upside-down rock bowl over our hero now, 
who stays inside underneath it, a prisoner —
captive of the rock-bowl walls. 
        
A rock cover is placed by "the gods" over a young lad, 
who unsuspectingly is spending a lot of time in there, 
watching himself, 
keeping himself only company! 
oh, some people are sad, much too sad for him, for his sake 
and they lament this situation — 
this situation of keeping him there. 
oh. So who has ordered it, proclaimed it,  
simply made it happen? why?
is what the suspecting audience asks. 
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A young lad in a cave 
covered by earth, stone, a mountain — 
living in a timeless keeping up of himself.
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the hoPeful release of hIs caPture  
        
Two wives arrive: 
He must come out. we will help him. 
we'll crawl up on top and knock, knock on the tin, 
expecting to hear an answer. 
like metal, this mountain,
as we climb up on top now. knock, sister.(knock, knock) 
  
who’s there? he says.

Two sisters come to get you out of here!

what for?
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why are you in there? they ask.

for safekeeping, alone. do not disturb. 

Are you so sure you want us to go?"

No.

So what should we do? we want to see you. 

I'll think about it. Come back in the morning.

The next morning the two wives say:
Come out! 

okay. He says and moves to the cave entrance.  Just here? 

yes.

okay, okay. He comes out of the cave entrance and says:  
upon this soft field to glow upon 
I am free and stable. upon these shields  
these graph-pitched lines support my role, 
new to walk out upon and think: “pitfall”.

The two wives respond,
gray steel-like lines will serve to support you,   
and no pitfall for now. Same above, same below, 
like you're on a plate. we revolve, too. 
Now, you've come out to succeed in your worldly endeavor.
who will know why you've been in there?

I have not been condemned. He says.
It was not an imprisonment, it was a thought to succeed 
that entrapped me. No others were involved, 
though they were around to watch. 
young or old — what difference if I am? 
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The return Story
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MeSSAge froM Her HuSBANd AgAIN
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Narrator:
Meteorite woman is alone in her house.
She has two little meteorites on her floor, 
like slaves singing to her.
Two mounds, semi-colorless, hard, not melted, 
not continuing to melt.
Anyway, from outer space, from dark space-skies, 
they duo-ly traveled with a message:
"Hold to. wait."

Her husband says to her:
Hold your belly in dismay,
you're singing to an empty chair.
your floor is vast, it has the notes of the meteorites 
singing on the floor.
“oh, vibrating are these rocks”, you say.
Holding your tummy, bend back your neck 
and head and say that you miss me!  

from outer space into
deep dark void caverns 
opening endlessly out,
that's where I have gone;
out where no one can shout and be heard. 
you sigh.
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My two messenger boys are rocks,
hurled from cavernous empty space,
sent for a purpose. your heart twangs and bows.
Here on earth, in your house,
do you miss me?
These two rocks sigh, between you and I.

where I have been sent? 
To cavernous space bubble hole out bouncing, 
a little out of control, not much —
to this vast distance away from you 
and the house’s walls.
why? My mission? 
To leave, to seek on that border at the fringe
of knowledge where I would
be left out!
But, now I shout, I call.
I send two rocks as messengers
resting on your floor.

A melody from one — from two! you hear, share,
and soon become aware of that immortal meaning
stretched from outer space to here
by two rocks.
They rest after traveling. Their sighs are their own music.

you now sing to the sliver shadow moon.
you think it means immortal love poetry for me: 
above or without or gone out of our solar realm 
to another blacker place
where I crouch, hidden.
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These rocks are sent to communicate my soul function:
that is to see your eyes shine into mine, carry light —
but, they cannot!
So, hear the messages, wait for me and sing with them.
I will hear! Twin receivers, they are attached, 
informed, to ears and voice here in eternity.
Two colorless rocks: my friends — two bonds.

wife:
Come down, come from, come from without —
doesn't matter, appear! Bespeckle light
from yourself, move!

Are you in a space cavern or cave?
Are you in a jungle of space, dark with white dots?
Are you still travelling, hurtling through time and space,
undetermined?
why did you leave?

Husband:   
I left in a sliver craft because I had to find out
what goes on to the farthest edge and I was so encour-
aged.
from without of our house to outer shelves’ edge,
I left you for the outermost edge and myself
and winning together near all life's ocean edge
to discover mortal remains there
of those further removed.

I have definitely found nothing. And wait, 
bound to return. I am hopeless, lost.
All space has claimed me. I have been lost everywhere.
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This trip to boundless eternal space dominion
has accomplished nothing, I am despondent.
It has lost me all that I had hoped for, garnered and requested.

I embarked upon all this away from you rather cruelly.
My venture has seen no dominion or flags attached.

from when I have thrown myself out,
this is still communicable to you. Perhaps, we'll join?
I won't come down. I will waiver. 
you will hear these tones to speak, to say:
that I am still that man lost in timeless vacuums away,
and away, far from the house.

far from the place of sight,
I'm telling about the trip
out into outer space without bounds,
eternally traveled.
Now I want the bounds removed or fixated —
I will travel over them newly;
that way to get to you and to the house I so admire.

I’m just sending two messenger boys:  
two rocks that sing for you,
to tell you, let you know, that on this indefinable trip 
I am lost, wavering, uncertain;
and, that the planets speak of me highly
(I wish they would let me go);
and, that now I am learning the alphabet 
of cruel senseless remorse
while I am kept a prisoner 
in the indefinable remains of heaven
which crumbled when I left you,
and which I have not had a taste of.
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opera commentator:
A plot line doesn't sing about this fellow in outer space! 
where is he? At a spacestation?
He left her and the house for what reason? despair? 
or, perhaps, other women?
Now, more hopelessly confused, he fusses about empty space 
and crumbs of heaven! love?
How will this interest the audience who sit in their chairs
enjoying the plot, 
listening to the rich ornamental music provided?
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Part Iv
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four MeN wHo STAyed oN 
THe MouNTAIN

                                    PArT I
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beggIng the guys of the mountaIn to helP her

Narrator:
A young girl 
begging for that kind of forgiveness.
Three or four guys up in the air.
                      
what did she do?

Top of the mountain is a hat.
Top of the mountain is a hat
and it won't come off!
Hat won't come off! Top will?
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These guys move down  —  from
the mountainside  —  gracefully  —  floating.
Are they — they are not — related to her
who reaches up with arms and hands open.

The guys of the mountain.
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she calls the guys off of the mountaIn

They are there in a state of somnambulance — 
sleeping and being up.

They are pulled by her "ways",
pulled by her arms up high
and her fingers’ power.
                              
Pulled over the hills from
the mountain,  
away from the grasses there
where they have been sitting.
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All four of them – men.
And they are pulled from the mountain
by the wiles of that woman
who reaches out her hands and beckons,
stirring magnetic power
which pushes them off! —       
rushes them down, 
stumbling, breathless, out of their rest, awake —
wondering who their captor is,
their new master bidding.
        
They are pulled like wings through the air   
away from their mountain’s side.
So faithfully attached were they  
on grasses' pillow and to rocks, 
that they had stayed, 
ministering to wayward passing clouds, 
thunderstorms, birds' flight —
seeing the sky beckoning by day, darkness pervading by 
night.

up on their mountain-top — the four men —
workers in something sublime:
the passing of seasons and clouds cold and warm,
birds' flight, the Storm-monster —
all that scares humans below, except
the woman, who now beckons them off
to leave that mountain — the four men.

The woman came up boldly,
skirt-dress flapping, revealing alabaster thighs;
her stride marching over little rocks,
past dried up stinkweed, cactuses,
‘til, seeing the top, she called the four men:
"HAlloo!"
and she beckoned, raising her arms!
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The four men responded, slowly awake,
to her opening refrain:” Halloo!”
This they heard, in pairs of ears on
rock pillows, waking: “Halloo!”
They knew that woman's voice which called them home,  
away from — off the mountain —
floating like phantoms
over the ridges and the drought-stricken trees and cacti.
They opened their eyes in flight and looked, 
oh, the poor trees!
oh, the poor cactus, the starving thirsty animals!
where have we been? 
on our grassy pillows, our dried yellow grass beds
burnt by fires not watched,
not attended, out of hand —   
by that luminous fire
above which we could not watch?

our mother calls us down for the
lack of help we have given to humans.

we were told to help. we have not.
        
our work, our sublime method,
was not working as intended.

Called off the mountainside, now alert,
we float down, ready to assume ready shapes 
for affecting the problems of the inhabitants, 
plants and trees,
streams and brooks, below —
problems which can be said to be due to imbalance.
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four men comIng down

four men on a mountain off-balance,
basically falling off the side of the mountain,
rolled and tipped over and down into
the valleys by women who beckon
with powerful, outstretched arms,
skirts flapping in the wind.
        
Men tumbling down, off their high crag 
of knowledge, seat of power and do-nothing-ness,
up there on the "great" mountain.
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A couple of freaks — men,
tumbling down (not “Jack and Jill”) off of the hill
into pools of mud and sludge below
accumulated by the centuries of perverse, bookish, 
numerological rule which ignored the intestines and sex parts 
of the maternal librarian.
And now, humbled, humiliated, they get up on level, 
equal to that broad feminine base, 
birth ground of the mountain.
        
So, men rolling off of the hill,
ten-pins only four — four men —
bungled and bangled by women staring,
looking up from that broad base, 
from a distance forcing them off.
The four men are bungled down.
        
The four men are bungled down.
And, not hurting, they fall and float.
will feet finally touch again that broad base?
yes. And, the females will receive them gently    
as they bounce and fall.
No deprecation will they force upon
their wide wondering stares.
Humbled, the men relax for one moment
and look up, breathless, but not dead.
        
I won't suggest that they are dead,
humiliated in rule,
brought down, vanquished, humbled.
They might reflect for a moment that they are, 
wanting to be that way: silent 
and as morose and stupid as ever!
But, no, up on their arms they shake off the confusion 
and dizziness of that fall 
and respond with a meek, " Hello, ladies."
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How foolish they seem, those fallen men —
up on haunches, stunned and dizzied —
but, recovering — their breaths for moments taken away,
now, gradually returned
from their stomach’s hiding place.
Humiliated, they gawk at the new rulers
of that palace of the broad base of the mountain   
and of all that man knows -
pillars reflecting art, gold,
a quiet steady stream of sound or thought
or water, sublime and rejuvenating.
Thus they reflect upon and see that they have been
returned to the feminine source of their strength,
since strength is all they know —
those four sublime mountainside seers divine.
        
The bond with each other is brought
together since it is a bond forward.

The bond of the women is established
for the men amongst excellent pillars.
        
off the mountain so big,
the tumbling jokers take nothing
from it with them.
They fall to the bottom (the women’s bottom)
and look at the valley.
A stream runs through. They drink.

They are reconnected,
stunned at the bottom. Stunned: descent, change.
oh, they have found the bottom
and a drink. I laugh, 
because they have found a drink!
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The women cluster about. 
The men are stunned, humbled by falling 
and losing their equipoise, 
their high-handed and staring-off rulership
above on the mountain.
yes, they have lost it for now,
and never will go back.
The mountain stares out, silent,
not beckoning — not brooding, I guess.
        
off the mountain, now uninhabited,
the men have tumbled —
falling to its base among women
who, taking care not to humble them further, 
administer to their shocked visages,    
calming them with cool drinks and fresh lettuces   
procured from gardens abundantly growing, 
flourishing with more beauteous fruit.
 
Men fall off the mountain
successfully captured and unhurt by women 
there, at the bottom 
waiting with drinks and food,
administering first-aid to their shocked visages
and their breathless bosoms.
words help quiet but a little
the uncomprehend- ing primitives
s t u n n e d like this: 

 

                        on the floor.
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A woman says to one of them:
It’s been a dream, honey, a trip.
you've been there so long, you forget.
I haven't. I've stayed home — you've gone away.
you left with other men — three —
and I saw you ascend a mountain peak 
whose looks and feelings could not be described —
they were not one thing or another.
There you were gone, smoking in the cloud.

How long, there, have you stayed?
Hours, days? This I don't care about now, 
you are back. we brought you down.
don't get too disturbed and languish.
revive!

once again be again who you were with us.
Stand up and declare this acceptance puissant,
and be accepted and consoled, 
for long disharmony has marked you badly
and the mountain large has no regrets.
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four men returnIng hats down

four men return their hats down the mountain.
Hats resemble a mountain. 
Take them off! the women say.
everything about the mountain is forBIddeN.
don't remember yourselves on its side 
looking out — daybreak — nightfall — 
just hand over the hats and don't remember.
Be dull for a moment
and then become better men.
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four MeN wHo STAyed 
oN THe MouNTAIN

Part II
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four men come down

Narrator:
Calling down off the mountain:
four men, going to go down.
        
four men going to descend by    
floating — and, not wishing.

four men cum down the furry slope.
                                          
four men descend the furry slope
towards her . . .   just her,
her arms outstretched, her hands beckoning, begging.

getting those boys to come down.

The men say: 
Hark, I hear them.
Hark, I hear it, the summons, the call —
a message from a woman to answer! —
to “come down”.
oh, not!  It’s to disturb instead — 
too frequently, within the hearing of us 
who have left mankind and the animals.
unreflexive — why should we go?
we must, or else, we combust up into the sky! — 
the volcano awakes, bursts open on top
throwing us off, flailing us into the sky:
rockets, pirouettes — cartwheeling through the open 
air!
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The whole mountain will remove and turn into an arrow
following us down to the valley floor towards the woman.

The woman seeking us to distract,
to remove greenery from the mountainside where we sit,
brings us down in musical package magic.
        
Suddenly light and transparent, 
we descend from on top, hurriedly.
        
Not necessarily hurtling, but tumbling, 
airy like feathers or moss;
that's how we are suddenly available
to the assembled crowd below —
brought off the mountain, all four of us.

The four men come down:
A lyre, a lute, has sounded in deft sweet feminine fingers.
Its sounds and a voice commanding
have controlled us down, moved us off the mountainside.
        
The mountain came down too.
It was an illusion.
It was a shadow created by a man, raised up: 
a flat archway, an arch ruse —
all fake, flat.
It too descends back down to the straight line
it started from — where I stand.
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The four men bring the mountain down.
Zoom! The hat flies off.
It’s his no more!
        
They bring it down by ropes like a large air-balloon.
His face is solemn, grandiose, melted, collapsing.
It sags, a bag — now, reconsidered.
His hat flies off, soars disconsolate into space 
as if it is a separate spaceship with eyes, a brain 
with thoughts of its own!

The hat sails off, retrieved 
by solar sun-cloud buoyed in outer space. 
Saturn-like phenomena: colorful, huge, unknown —
now a hat, 
which once graced and proclaimed a head of a mountain.

The mountain gone: solid earth, gas-collapsed, removed!
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      THe four MeN oN THe HAT        
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the four men at labour on the hat

on the hat the four men work.
like a loud noise out the brim extends.
The men stand on it
choosing a motion to bring . . . 

like a loud noise the brim expands out.
The four men, close to the brim,
work towards the center.
        
The four men close to the Mountain-Hill crown.

wanting: a ball underneath,
a head, a face.
Here, wanting the ball underneath, no substitute for a face.        
The hat is a bulge on the head.
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Man lifting His Hat off
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Something underneath!
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BeAr drAwINgS
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  Bear Aria
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Night Time event
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Bear near cave.
Bear out of its cave.
girl, guy, four guys, four winds, karma – 
gaping, glowing, blowing.
what was hot is it: out of cave —
hot, furry — breathing more heavily, stronger,
fierce, uncompromising (for its own health) —
this bear animal approaches,
leers, whips claws,
leaves mud prints, leaves shattered.   
The cave-hole recedes, a dark spot or shadow
on its filled-in arch face.

The bear approaching outside. 
four people: Mom, dad, other people — 
girl, boy — running frenzied, not moving;
part of this ritualized dance.
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MexICAN HAT dANCe
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THe flyINg SoMBrero
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the mountaIn and the four men

Narrator:
The four men tumble around the hat:
a Mexican hat . . .
Cactus, dry, deserty sand . . .
        
They tumble down around, far up, in the sky . . .

four men, tumbling down far up in the sky, I can see.
        
I can see no moon today, but,
four men tumbling down from the sky on high,  
above the mountain flat— or the hat!
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four men tumbling down around the hat signifying . . . ?
Around the hat that is flying through space! —
hurled by a god (by one of them) from on high
which is somewhere . . . 

Hurled, flying, from somewhere else —
a sombrero hat significant in that  
it represents the entire universe!

four men — their bodies tumbling by through space
while the sombrero hat
sits on a shelf: a joke (not for the Mexican).

four men figuring out why they are missing the hat.

 293
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Sombrero hat mountain symphony.

Hat mountain symphony.
Hat mountain birdcall.
Hat land on hot desert sand.

Away from the head, the face, 
the moustache of the Mexican
and away from his burro led by a rope 
over mountaintop
and mountaintop
to the great gold mountain
or city, el dorado.

Hurling desert hat over sands.
Hot, hot sun
refracted, multiplied many times in bleary eyesight.
The smell: sweat, aguardiente (cane liquor).
        
what does this mean? lizards crawl,
ants pile up (the smaller piles for homes)
near tall flexible cactus.
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The mountain, brown.
The hat flying
here, there, everywhere, taking a message —
like a bird or a buzzard flies . . .

over mountaintop and mountaintop.

A solo hat flying in hot sun,
conveying a wish, with the wind . . . over sands below.
        
A letter on a hat flown by,   
like a buzzard or a bird, 
over sandy valleys and little villages.
A letter like “A” (the letter) on the sombrero flown
to designate . . . ? 
To travel with news: what's in his head
is carried aloft in his hat!
His thoughts pertinent to someone are in his hat!

up there in the crown of the hat,
like in the mountain, 
is the way of understanding.

The hat has flown down, landed softly on his head.
It fits, and infuses him with knowledge (melancholy).
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the hat saIls down 
 
Sails down,
not to cover him up . . .
        
Solo, alone, the sombrero flies through space (pure dark).
        
Man praying alone.
He is praying for it to land . . .
on his head!
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The four great Men 
fit into Anything, any Picture.
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young man:
why did he
throw it to me, at me — the sombrero? —
for on top of my head
thoughts buzz. 

Narrator:   
Sombrero flying around . . .
whose is it anyway? Anyone's?

Is it conveying a message? of belonging? 
or, is it just landing flat on the ground?
Am I wishing it was mine?
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Am I yearning for its simple protection? 
or, wanting to fly like it?

The sombrero cast aside.
        
The floating mountain, a protuberance with a brim,
a flat expanse around a mole, bump, concavity.
I'm thinking about it!

Here, hand me  the hat!  let's examine . . .
        
An ordinary flying hat.
An ordinary hat that flies!

The flying Sombrero!
Somber, sad in its aspect;
sailing through the air,
a sun disc, lobbed arc,
hole and circle,
half-circle and globe.

young man:
o, rejoice! The sun disc circle is here,
flying through!

Narrator:
flying thing — chase it!
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HAT PorTrAIT gAllery
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THe eNd


